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CLUB-1989
Southbank Toastmasters
getting techy!
MEETING 549: VIRTUAL SUCCESS!

Last Wednesday our hard working, and somewhat
stressed out executive pulled off, in a very short
amount of time, the Club's very FIRST ONLINE
CLUB MEETING.
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19 Members managed to jump online and two guests
joined in to help pull off the meeting the club never in
their wildest dreams thought they'd have a need for.
If I could give the members involved a hearty clap on the
back I would, but for now they'll have to suffice with a
verbal 'hat's off to you' hoorah from the solitary confines
MORE: PG 2.
from my home office instead!

1st ZOOM meeting

FEES EXtension

worldwide meetings

March 25th saw the club hold its
INAUGURAL Zoom club meeting.
The agenda was action packed,
member turnout was high, and
guests still participated. In fact, it
was an excellent example of how
Southbank Club spirit will
continue to hold strong through
these crazy weeks and months
ahead of us.

World Headquarters has
EXTENDED the current period of
membership through to April 30th.
If you are experiencing financial
hardship or are preparing for it and
are considering NOT RENEWING (you
will not be alone as members across
the GLOBE face similar problems)
PLEASE CONTACT your VP
MEMBERSHIP!

It's hard to see silver linings these
days, but one little lining is that
with club meetings across the
GLOBE going online there are SO
MANY more opportunities to VISIT
clubs INTERNATIONALLY, from
your living room! So go on - find
another club and join in on their
ZOOM meeting. We could
certainly do with some tips!
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CLUB-1989
next club
meeting
For the foreseable future
club meetings will remain
every 2nd & 4th Wednesday
of the month VIA ZOOM.

'zoom' the 2020 'Hoover'
WHAT'S HAPPENED THIS WEEK FOR THE CLUB
Continued from Pg 2.

'If it doesn't challenge us, it doesn't change us!'

NEXT DATE: Wed 8th April

A ZOOM link will be made
available on the Easy-Speak
AGENDA. You will need this
link to enter the meeting.
While we feel our way through
this it would be VERY HELPFUL

These were the inspirational words of our President, Kiriana Giffin, officially

if you could mark your

opening Southbank Toastmasters first EVER online Zoom meeting. The

intention to attend in the

decision to go ahead with the meeting and to use Zoom all happened in

online agenda. PLEASE

the space of about 48 hours, after the Australian Government declared all

CONTACT Kayt (VPPR) if you

Bars and Restaurants were required to close, officially removing the clubs
option to meet in any hybrid capacity. The club were faced with
cancelation or moving online.
Toastmasters international had officially approved ZOOM as the preferred
online solution for large interactive virtual meetings, and so, the committee
agreed that now was not the time to cancel, now was the time to step up
and lead. And that they did.
Committee members joined other international meetings to get tips and
pointers on exactly what an online meeting looked like, accounts were
created, agenda's were modified, members were informed, and then
everyone held their breath until 6.30pm ticked over and the meeting room
opened up. Indeed they faced a challenge and pulled off an exceptional

are having trouble with ES.

what's happened...
BEYOND THE CLUB IN TMI
It's OFFICIAL! We are no
longer an EASTERN DIVISION
CLUB.

What does that mean? Not
much really. But for long
standing members it might be
cause for the shed of a tear...
Southbank is Club 1989 of
thousands of clubs all over the

solid meeting remarkable smooth in delivery for the attending members.

world. Each club, a bit like

Certainly the agenda is likely to see some form of alteration to help it

schools and sporting groups

adhere to timing restraints of the different medium, but all in all, the

are grouped together into

success of the meeting and the confirmation of appreciation by members
illustrates just how Southbank Toastmasters is committed to facing
challenge and changing in order to continually meet the members needs.
The world has been changed, our club has been changed, and our
members and their lives and livelihoods have changed. Because now,
potentially more than ever the need to know how to communicate with

another smaller group, and
that group is grouped again,
and again and again.
Our club sits inside a new
Brisbane Central Area inside
the BRISBANE DIVISION, which
is part of District 69, Region 12.

others to keep us connected is vital, and it is clear that ZOOM is a powerful

Other than now being

and readily accepted tool to do that. Just as the Hoover once was the

personally invited to inner city

common household reliable tool to vacuum the house, ZOOM will be that

training, there's no real change

tool to allow us to connect, from our freshly vacuumed house!
So we'll ZOOM next week?!
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to day to day operation!

CLUB-1989
committed committee
PRESIDENT:

Kiriana GIFFIN

VP. EDU:

Danny SIO

meet a
member

VP. MEMBER: Janet SMITH
VP. PR:

Kayt DUNCAN

Treasurer:

Simon STANTON

Secretary:

Pip KEMP

S@A:

Sarah EVANS

To Contact ANY committee member
find them in Easy-Speak or EMAIL:
sthbanktm@gmail.com

this weeks
accomplishments
KAYT DUNCAN VPM
Let's keep up our habit of
celebrating firsts and acknowledge
EVERY MEMBER that:

Jumped onto our ZOOM club
meeting last week,
Undertook a ROLE on our first
ZOOM club meeting
AND...
Everyone that used the VIDEO
feature on the ZOOM Club Meeting!

Toastmasters magazine
Did you get your email with the link
to latest Toastmasters Magazine?

This issue has some great articles on
your non-verbal behaviour, which is a
timely subject given we are all sitting
in front of videos of ourselves as part
of a meeting - are you being looked at
by the speaker? What image do you
think you are portraying?
Find the online link here:
https://www.toastmasters.org/magazin
e
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JANET SMITH
VP MEMBERSHIP 2019/20

As many of you know, I’m your Vice President
Membership. I thought I’d share with you a little
about myself, including what I’m up to in this
strange new world.
I usually work in the city as a traffic engineer, for the
government. I work in the team that can tell you exactly
what traffic signs look like, and where to place them. My
job has unexpected benefits in my daily life; such as an
in-depth understanding of all parking sign terminology.
There's no parking tickets on my record!
Outside of work, my main love is running. I love it because
it is not only healthy, but really social. Until coronavirus I
used to be part of a Saturday morning park run and coffee
group and a different Thursday evening run and dinner
group. I think missing my running groups is what I will
struggle with the most.
Cycling is another love of mine. I only took it up in the last
year or two, although I wish I had discovered it earlier!
Cycling is an activity that you can do with friends or by
yourself and I enjoy it either way! I love having the having
the breeze on my face, and being outside in the fresh air.
I feel at peace and happy. What I miss in speed, I make
up for in enthusiasm!
I joined Southbank a little over 6 months ago, hoping to
become a better speaker, and more comfortable in front of
groups. Meeting cool people was a bonus!
The members are lovely and very supportive, and I am
always amazed at the quality of speeches! I love how
prepared members are to open up about their own lives
and share their fascinating stories.
There have been some unexpected benefits to come from
the virus in my life. I'm getting extra hours of sleep each
night not needing to commute! The big benefit is I've been
able to pause, in a world that usually runs at a frenetic
pace! I hope that one of the lasting impacts of the virus is
that it will leave the world a kinder place, with an
appreciation of what is really important in life – that is,
each other.
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CLUB-1989

hot
topics
weekly lineup & beyond
WED 8TH APRIL 6.30PM - 8.00PM

(Regular meeting; guests welcome)

THU 9TH APRIL 5.00PM - 5.20PM
'TALK' & 'CHEESE' Facebook Live

(Kayt gives a wrap of weekly topics)

WHERE CAN I FIND ALL THAT INFO?
This week the topics and conversations hot on members lips

WED 15TH APRIL 7.00PM - 8.00PM

were...

SPEECH WRITING: MESSAGE

(Modified Conversation on Content

..largely all related to where can I find that. So below we've got a

Member only workshop and discussion)

handy list of prominent URL's to handy resources. Why not
bookmark them or mark them as favourites for quick access at a

THU 16TH APRIL 5.00PM - 5.20PM

later date. Don't forget some of these links will require passwords.

'TALK' & 'CHEESE' Facebook Live

Your email/username for the TMI site is the email address you

(Kayt gives a wrap of weekly topics)

supplied the VPM when you signed up.
https://www.toastmasters.org/login?

WED 29TH APRIL 6.30PM - 8.00PM

ReturnURL=/pathways/basecamporpathways (PATHWAYS

(Regular meeting; guests welcome;

BASECAMP)

speech-a-thon)

http://karenstorey.com/PATHWAYS/07-Alphabetical.htm

(Alphabetical List OF ALL PROJECTS
http://easy-speak.org/portal.php?page=19169 (EASY SPEAK To Contact ANY committee member
find them in Easy-Speak or EMAIL:
sthbanktm@gmail.com

need pw)
https://toastmastersd17.org/resources/pathways/ (SIMPLE LIST

OF ALL PROJECTS)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/southbanktoastmasters/?

IS STILL OPERATIONAL JUMP ON AND KEEP
LEARNING!

ref=bookmarks (CLUB FACEBOOK)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/pathwaysdiscussionforum
/ (FACEBOOK PATHWAYS HELP)
http://www.southbanktoastmasters.com/ (CLUB WEBSITE)
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CLUB-1989
but i'm in my pyjamas...
WHY THAT PESKY VIDEO FUNCTION STAYS TURNED OFF

I'm a face-to-face person, so this move to online meetings is
HUGELY challenging for me. The hardest thing I have found when
I have had to present is talking to all these black boxes!
When you sign in to a ZOOM meeting you often get asked, or are
automatically signed in as MUTED. On top of this, unless you have
altered your settings the device from which you sign in on will also have
your video option turned off.
In most of the meetings I've attended the host has asked people to switch their videos on, bit in most instances no-one
has pushed it. And truth be told - you can't. There are a lot of devices out there still that don't have acceptable video
capabilities, nor do people have a stable enough internet connection to allow it. Of course, in some instances, it's
because the individual isn't necessarily attired in a manner that everyone else would appreciate (!), or they just don't feel
confident turning the video on.
Yeah - it's weird, I get it!
would however encourage you all to consider turning the video on, if not for your learning benefit, but for the benefit of
the speaker.

We all want our live audience to look at us as we speak, it's how we know
we've engaged you. It's nigh impossible to get any idea of how our
presentation is being received if all we have is your black box, as well as your
muted symbol. It's a bit like talking to a group of people sleeping... you aren't
though, are you???!!!

book your speech in now!
The VP Education is navigating a new look agenda that better
works with a condensed meeting time.

The challenge is ensuring that ALL our members continue to get
Speech assignments completed and juggle the necessary impromptu
learning time that we used to get with our Table Topics.
You can help!
By logging onto Easy-Speak and selecting the roles you would be
interested in holding and requesting a speech by offering 3
PREFERRED DATES, your VPE will be best able to compile a program
that provides everything we need!
Our absenteeism however isn't going to get in the way of our extra
educational evenings for members. Our Conversation on CONTENT
and LEADERSHIP nights will still go ahead , with a slightly modified
look via ZOOM. Watch Easy-Speak or FaceBook for updates.
Members wanting to undertake electives that hone online
communication skills like BLOGGING, PODCASTING, & WEBINARS are
STRONGLY encouraged to do so, and use OUR CLUB as your
experiment!
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